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Healthmark Offers New Ultra Microdenier Wipes for Surfaces Sensitive to Liquid Solutions

Fraser, MI July 15, 2013 - Healthmark announces the new Ultra Microdenier Wipes to their Prosys™ Instrument Care products. The TX59 is a 100% polyester double-knit microdenier wiper. They are ideal for cleaning surfaces that are susceptible to scratching and items that are susceptible to damage by liquid or aerosol cleaners and disinfectants.

The TX59 yarn has four times the number of filaments and twice the surface area in the yarn bundle compared to standard polyester wipes. This design increases wiping efficiency to the point that these wipes have the demonstrated ability to capture and remove microbial contamination (98% bacterial contamination reduction demonstrated). For sensitive high-touch surfaces, such as computer monitors, this offers a safe and effective alternative to liquid cleaners and disinfectant.

For more information or to request a sample of these Ultra Microdenier Wipes, visit www.hmark.com or call 800-521-6224 and select Customer Service.

About Healthmark Industries Co., Inc.
Since 1969, Healthmark Industries Company, Inc. has developed and marketed innovative solutions to aid healthcare facilities in their delivery of surgical instruments and other life saving medical devices to patients. Healthmark Industries mission is to continue to innovate, continue to support and continue to serve the healthcare provider industry and support services that make it possible to deliver quality healthcare. Visit www.hmark.com for more information.